100 LB RESIN HANDLING BIN

IDEAL FOR STORING / UNLOADING:
- MASTERBATCH MATERIALS
- SHORT RUN RESINS
- BAGGED MATERIALS
- REGRIND MINI SELF-EMPTYING

RESIN HANDLING BINS are designed for use with vacuum loading systems using pickup wands. An angled chute directs the vacuum wand to the lowest point in the bin, where gravity feeds the resin to the wand. Bins are made of HDPE and include transport handle, casters and a lid.

Bin Capacity: approx. 110 lbs. (50 kgs.) or 2.86 cu. ft.

MINI SELF-EMPTYING

Molded with FDA Approved Resin,
Also includes Anti Static Adder

3" High x 5" Wide Wand Opening
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